
On the Fetish-Character in Music 
and the Regression of Listening 

By Theodor W. Adorno 

Originally published in Zcitschrifr fiir Sozialforschung Vol. VJ/ 
(193g), thisusoyisstillon~ofthemostimprusiv~examplnofo 
sociology of art. In our context, we should s"ess I) Adorno's almost 
explicit polemicagaifUtthe thesis of Benjamin 's "Work of Art in th~ 
Agt of its Meehan 1m/ Reproducibility''; Z) his striking utililotion of 
Luk6cs 's concept of rtification to indicate the logic of the culture 
industry; and finally 3) Adamo's own theory of structural listening 
and the decreasing chances of"adequate" esthetic response in the 
age of the decline of the individual. 

Complainls aboul ~he decline of musicalrasle begin only a linle larcr 
than mankind's twofold discovery. on !he threshold of historical time 
thai music represcnrs at once the immediate manifestation of impul~ 
and the locus of its raming. It stirs up the dance of the Maenads and 
sou~ from Pan's bewirchlng Outc, but it also rings out from the 
~!c lyre, around which the visions of violence range rbemselves, 
pac1f1ed. Whenever their peace seems to be disturbed by bacchantic 
agira~ion. !here .is 1alk of the decline of tasle. Bu1 if the d isciplining 
f~1on of mus1c has been handed down since G~k philosophy as a 
rna~ good, !hen cenainly the pressure to be permined to obey 
mus1cally, as elsewhere, is today more general 1han ever. Just as the 
c~rrcnr. musica~ consciousness of the masses can scarcely be called 
D1onysran, so 11s latest changes have nothing to do with taste. 1be 
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concept of ta,re is itself outmoded. Responsible an adjust> itself ro 
cntcria which approximate judgments: the harmonious and the inhar· 
moniou•. the correct and the incorrect . But otherwise, no more 
choices arc made: tbe question is no longer put. and no one demands 
the subjective justification oj the conventions. The very existence of 
the ;,ubjcct who could verify such taste has become as questionable as 
has. at t.he opposite pole, the right to a f~m of choice which 
empirically. in any case, no one any longer exercises. If one seeks to 
find out who "likes" a commercial piece, one cannot avoid the 
suspicion that liking and disliking are inappropriate to the situation, 
even if the person questioned clothes his reactions in those words. The 
familiarity of the piece is a surrogate for the quality ascribed to it. To 
like it is almoslthe same thing as 10 recognize it . An approach in terms 
of value judgments has become a fiction for the person who finds 
himself hemmed in by standardized musical goods. He can neither 
escape impotence nor decide berween the offerings where everything 
is so completely identical that preference in fact depends merely on 
biographical details or on the situation in which things arc heard, The 
categories of autonomously oriented an have no applicabiliry to the 
contemporary reception of music; not even for that of the serious 
music. domesticated under the barbarous name of classical so as to 
enable one to tum away from it again in com! on . If it is objected that 
specifically light music and everything intended for consumption have 
in any case never been experienced in terms of those categories. that 
must certainly be conceded. Ncvenheless. such music is also affected 
by the change in that the entertainment , rhe pleasure, the enjoyment it 
promises, is given only to be simultaneously denied. In one of his 
essays, Aldous Huxley has raised the question of who, in a place of 
amusement, is really being amused. With the same justice, it can be 
asked whom music for enrenainment still entertains. Rather, it seems 
ro complement the reduction of people to silence, the dying out ol 
speech as expression, the inability to communicate at all. It inhabits 
the pockets of silence that develop between people molded by anxiety. 
work and undemanding docility. Everywhere it takes over, unnoticed, 
the deadly sad role that fell toil in the time and the specific situation of 
the silent lilms. It is perceived purely as background. If nobody can 
any longer speak. then ccnainly nobody can any longer listen. An 
American specialist in radio advenising, who indeed prefers to make 
use of the musical medium, has expressed skepticism as to the value of 
this advertising, because people have learned to deny their attention to 
what t.hey arc hearing even while listening to it. His observation is 
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questionable with re.spect to the 3dvcnising value of music. But it 
tends to be right in terms of the reception of the music itself. 

In the conventional complaints about declining ta.-te. certain 
motifs constantly recur. There is no lack of pouting and sentimental 

·comments assessing the current musical condition of the masses as 
one of ''degeneration. ; · The most tenacious of these motifs is that of 
sensuality, which allegedly enfeebles and incapacitates heroic be· 
havior. This complaint can already be found in Book Ill of Plato's 
Rtpublic in which he bans "the harmonies expressive of sorrow" as 
well as the "soh" harmonies "suitable for drinking," withoot its 
being clear to this day why the philosopher ascribes these characteris
tics 10 the mixed Lydian, Lydian, bass Lydian and Ionian modes. In 
the Platonic State, the major of later Western music, which corres
ponds to the Ionian, would have been tabooed. The flute and the 
"panharmonic" stringed instruments also fall under the ban. The only 
modes 10 be left are "warlike, 10 sound rhe note or accent which a 
brave man u11ers in the hour of danger and srern resolve, or when he 
faces injury, defeat or death, or any other misfortune, with the same 
sre3dfasr endurance." Plato's Republic is norrhe utopia it is called by 
the official hisrory of philosophy. It disciplines its citizens in terms of 
its existence and will to el\ist even in musit, where: the distinction 
m3dc between sofr and strong modes was by Plato's time alre3dy lillie 
more than a residue of the mustiest superstition. The Platonic irony 
revea.ls itself mischievously in jeering nr the llute-player Marsyas, 
flayed by rhe sober-sided Apollo. Plato's ethical-musical program 
bears the character of an Allie purge in Spartan style . Other perennial 
themes of musical sermoni~ing are on the same level. Among the mosr 
prominent or these are the charge or superficiality and that of a. 'cull 
of personality." What is anacked is chiefly progress: social, essential
ly the specifically esthetic. Intertwined with the forbidden allurements 
are sensual gaiety and differentiating consciousness. The predomi· 
nance of the person over colltc·tive compulsion in music mark.s the 
moment of subjective freedom which breaks through in later phases, 
while the profanation which frees if from its magic circ.le appears as 
superficiality. Thus, the lamented moments have entered into the 
great music of the West: sensory stimulation as the gate of entry into 
the harmonic and eventually the coloristic dimensions; the unbridled 
person as the bearer of express.ion and of the humanization of music 
itself; "superficiality" as a critique of the mute objectivity offorms, 
in the sense of Haydn's choice of the "gallant" in preference to the 
learned. Haydn's choice indeed, and nor the recklessness of asinger 
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with a golden throat or an instrumentalist of lip-smacking euphon~. 
For those moments entpred into grea~ music and were rrans~o~ m 
it; bur great music did nor dissolve mto them. In the mulr1phclty of 
stimulus and expression, its greatness is shown as a foree for synthe· 
sis. Nor only does the musical synthesis preserve the uniry of appear· 
ance and protect it from falling apart into diffuse culinary moments, 
but in such unity. in rhe relation of particular moments to an evolving 
whole, there is also preserved the image of a social oondition in which 
above those particular moments of happiness would be more than 
mere appearance. Until the end of prehistory. the musical balance 
between partial stimulus and totality. between expression and synthe· 
sis between the surface and the underlying, remains as unstable as the 
m~menrs of balance between supply and demand in the capitalist 
economy_. Tht Magic Flute, in which the utopia of. the Enli.gh~enm_ent 
and the pleasure of a light opera comic song prec1sely comctde, 1S a 
moment by itself. After Tile Magic Flutt ir was never again possible 
to force serious and light music rogerher. 

Bur what are emancipated from formal law are no longer the 
productive impulses which rebelled against co~ventions. lmp~l~, 
subjectivity and profanation, the old 3dversanes of matettaiiSIIC 
alienation, oow succumb to it. ln capitalist times. the traditional anti· 
mythological ferments of music conspire again~! freedom, as wb~ 
allies they were once proscribed . The representatives of the oppos1t1on 
to rhe authoritarian schema become witnesses to the authority of 
commercial success. The delight in the moment and the gay facade 
becomes an excuse for absolving theJisrener rrom the thought of the 
whole whose claim is comprised in proper listening. The listener is . . 
convened. along his line of least resistance, into the acqute~nt 
purchaser. No longer do the partial moments serve as a critique of th~t 
whole; inste3d, they suspend the critique w~cb the succ~ssful esthen_c 
totality exens against the llawcd one of soc1ety. The ururary synthes1s 
is sacrificed to them; they no longer produce their own in place of the 
reified one. bur show themselves complaisant to ir. The isolated 
moments of enjoyment prove incompatible wirh the immanent con· 
stitution of the work of art, and whatever in the work goes beyond 
them roan essential perception is sacrificed ro them. They are nor bad 
in themselves bur in their1diversionary function. In the service of 
success they renounce that insubordinate character which was theirs. 
They conspire to come to terms with everything which the isolated 
moment can offer 10 30 isolated individual who long ago ceased to be 
one. In isolation, the charms become dulled and furnish models of the 
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famili:tr. Whoever devotes himselr to them is as malicious as the 
Greek thinkers once were tow:trd oriental sensuality. The seductive 
power of the charm survives only where the forces or denial arc 
strongest : in the dissonance which rejects belief in the illusion of the 
existing harmony. The concept of the ascetic is itself dialectical in 
music. tr asceticism once struck down the claims of the esthetic In a 
reaction:try way, it has today become~he sign or advanced an: not, to 
be sure, by an archaiciz.ing parsimony of means in which deficiency 
an~ poveny. are manilested, but by the strict exclusion of all culinary 
dehghts whoch seek to be consumed immediately for their own sake 
as if in an the sensory were not the bearer of something intellectuai 
which only shows itself in the whole rather than in isolated topical 
mo~ents. An records negatively just that possibility or happiness 
whoch the only partially positive anticipation of happiness ruinously 
confronts today. All "light" and pleasant an has become illusory and 
mendacious. What makes its appearance esthetically in the pleasure 
categories can no longer give pleasure, and the promise of happiness 
once the definition of an, can no longer be found except where th~ 
mask h~s been _'Om from the countenance: of false happiness. Enjoy
mg>!. st~ll retaons a place only in the immediate bodily presence, 
Where u requtres an esthetic appearance, it is illusory by esthetic 
stand•rds and likewise cheats the pleasure-seeker out of itself. Only 
where its appearance is lacking is the faith in itS possibility main· 
tained . 

. The ne~ phase o~ the l"'usical consciousness of the masses is 
dcfoncd by dospleasure tn pleasure. It resembles the reaction tO sport or 
advenisin_g. The,words _"enjoyment of an" sound funny. U in nothing 
eiS:C, Schonberg s musoc resembles popular songs in refusing tO be 
enJOyed. Whoever still delights in the beautiful passages of aSchuben 
quanet or even in the provocativ<ly healthy fare of a Handel conceno 
grosso, ranks as a would-be guardian of culture among the butterfly 
collectors. What condemns him as an epicure is not perhaps "new ... 
The power of the stteet ballad, the catchy tune and all the swarming 
forms of theLJ>an~ has made itself felt since the beginning o r the 
bourgeois era. Formerly, it attacked the cultural privilege of the ruling 
class. But today, when that power of the banal extends over the entire 
society, its function has changed. This change of function affects all 
music, not only light music, in whose realm it could comfortably 
enough be made innocuous, The diverse spheres of music must be 
thought of together. Their static separation, which cerutin caretakers 
of culture have ardently sought-lhe toralitarian radio was assigned to 
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the task, on the one hand. of providing good entenainment, and 
diversion, and on the other, of fostering the so-called cultural goods, 
as if there could still be good entertainment and as if the cultural goods 
were not, by their administtation, transformed into evils-the neat 
parcelling out of music's social field of force is illusionary. 

Just as the history of serious music since Mozan as a flight from 
the banal reflects in reverse the outlines of light music, so today , in its 
key representatives, it gives an account of the ominous experiences 
which appear even in the unsuspecting innocence of light music. It 
would be just as easy to go in tbeotherdirectionandconeeal the break 
between the two spheres, assuming a continuum which permitS a 
progressive education leading safely from commercii! jan and hit 
songs to cultural commodities. Cynical barbarism is no better than 
cultural dishonesty. What it accomplishes 1\Y disillusion on the higher 
level , it balances by the ideologies of primitivism and retum to nature, 
with which it glorifies the musical underworld; an underworld which 
has long since ceased to assist the opposition of those excluded from 
culture to find expression. and now only Jives on what is handed down 
to it from above. 

The illusion of a social preference for light music as against 
serious is based on that passivity or the tllliS5CS which makes the 
consumption of light music contradict the objective interest of those 
who consume it. It is claimed that they actually like light music and 
listen to the higher type only for reasons of social prestige, when 
acquaintance with the text of a single hit song suffices to reveal the 
sole function this object of honest approbation can perform. The unity 
of the two spheres of music is thus that of an unresolved contradiction . 
They do not hang together in such a way thatthe lower could serve as a 
sort of popular introduction to the higher, or the the higher could 
renew itS lost ooUective strength by borrowing from the lower. The 
whole can not be put together by adding the separated halves, but in 
both there appear. however distantly, thechangesofthe whole, which 
only moves in contradiction. If the flight from the banal becomes 
definitive, if the marketability of the serious product shrinks to noth
ing, in consequence or its objective demands, then on the lower level 
the effect of the standardization of successes means it is no longer 
possible to succeed in a.n old style, but only in imitation as such. 
Between incomprehensibility and inescapability, there is no third 
way; the situation has polarized itself into extremes which actually 
meet. There is no room between them for the "individuaL" The 
laner's claims, wherever they still occur, are illusory. being copied 
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from the standard$. The liquidation of rhe individual is the real 
signature of the new musical situation. 

If the two spheres of music are stirred up in rhe uniry of rheir 
contradiction, rhe demarcation line between them varies. The ad· 
vanced product bas renounced consumption. The resr of serious music 
is delivered over to consumption for the price of irs wages. It suc
cumbs to commodity listening. The differences in the reception of 
official "classical"' music and lighr music no longer have any real 
significance. They are only still manipulated for reasons of marketa
bility. The hir song enthusiast musr be reassured rhar his idols are not 
roo elevated for him, just as the visitor ro philharmonic concens is 
confirmed in his status. The more industriously rhe rrade erects wire 
fences between the musical provinces, the grearer the suspicion that 
wirbout these, rhe inhabitants could all roo easily come roan under
standing. Toscanini, like a second-rare orchestra leader, is called 
Maestro, if half ironically, and a hir song. " Music. maestro, please," 
had its success immediately after Toscanini was promored ro Marshal 
of the Air with the aid of the radio. 

The world of that musical life, the composition business which 
extends peacefully from Irving Berlin and Walter Donaldson-"the 
world's best composer"-by way of Oershwin, Sibclius and 
Tchaikovsky ro Schuben's B Minor Symphony, labeled The Unfin· 
ished, is one of fetishes. The s rar principle, has become totalitarian. 
The reactions of rhe listeners appear 10 have no relarion ro the playing 
of the mus ic. They have reference, rather, ro the cumulative success 
which, for irs pan. cannot be thought of unalienated by the past 
spontaneiries of listeners , but instead dates back ro the command of 
publishers, sound film magnates and, rulers of radio. Famous people 
are nor rhe only stars. Works begin ro rake on the same role. A 
pantheon of besr·sellers builds up. The programs shrink, and rhe 
shrinking process not only removes the moderately good, but rhe 
accepted classics themselves undergo a selection that has nothing ro 
do with quality. ln America, Beechoven's Fourth Symphony is among 
the raricies. This selection reproduces itself in a facal circle: the most 
familiar is the most successful and is therefore played again and again 
and made still more familiar. The choice of the standard works is itself 
in terms of their "effecciveness" for programmatic fascination, in 
terms of the caccgories of success as determined by light music or 
permiued by che star conductors. The climaxes of Beethoven's 
Seventh Symphony are placed on the s:une level as the unspeakable 
born melody from the slow movement of Tchaikovsky's Fifch. 
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Melody comes ro mean eighl·bcat symmetrical treble melody. This _is 
catalogued as the composer's "idea" which one thinks he can put 1~ 
his pocket and take home, jusr as it is ascribed ro the composer as b1s 
basic property. The concept of the idea is far from appropriate to 
established classical music. Its chematic material, moscly d•ssected 
triads, does nor at all belong ro the author in the same specific sense as 
in a romantic song. Beethoven's greatness shows itself in the complete 
subordination of the accidentally private melodic elements to the form 
as a whole. This does not prevencaU music. even Bach, who borrowed 
one of the most important themes of The Well-Tempered Clavier, 
from being examined in rerrns of the categocy of ideas, with musical 
larceny being hunted down with all the z.eal of the belief in properry. 
so that finally one music commentarorcould pin his success rotheticle 

of tune deteccive. 
At its most passionate, musical fetish~ cakes possession of the 

, public valuation of singing voices. Their sensuous magic is traditio~al 
as is the close relacion berween success and the person endowed Wlth 
"material." But roday it is forgonen that it is material. For fDUSical 
vulgar materialists, it is synonymous ro have a voice and ro be a 
singer. In earlier epochs. technical vinuosity , arleast, was demB?ded 
of singing stars, tho cas11a1i and prima donnas. Today, the macenal as 
such, destirure of any function, is celebrated. One need not even ask 
about capacity for musical performance. Even mechanical connol of 
the instrumcnc is no longer really expected. To legicimare the fame of 
irs owner, a voice need only be especially voluminous or especially 
high . If one dares even in conversacion co quesrion the decisive 
imponance of che voice and ro assen rhar it is just as possible ro make 
beautiful music with a moderacely good voice as il is on a moderately 
good piano. one will immediately find oneself faced with a situation of 
hostility and aversion whose emocional roots go far deeper than the 
occasion. Voices arc holy properties like a nacionaltrademark. As •f 
the voices wan red co revenge themselves for this, they begin ro lose the 
sensuous magic in whose name Jhey are merchandised. Most of them 
sound like imicacions of those who have made ir, even when they 
themselves have made it. All this reaches a climax of absurdity in the 
cull of the master violins. One promptly goes inro raptures arthe well· 
announced sound of a Stradivarius or Amari, which only the ear of a 
specialist can tell from that of a good modem violin,_forgeuing in~ 
process ro listen to the composition and the execullon, from.wbrcb 
there is still something ro be had. The more the modem cechmque of 
the violin bow progresses, the more it seems thaJibe old instruments 
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are treasured. U the moments of sensual pleasure in the idea the 
voice.' the ins~rument are ~ade inta.fctishe~ and tom away froO: any 
functoo~ whoch could gove them meaning, they meet a response 
equally osolated, equally far from the meaning of the whole and 
equally determined by success in the blind and inational em;tions 
which fonn the relationship to music into which those with no rela
tionship enter. But these are the same relations as exist between the 
consumers of hit songs and the hit songs. Their only relation is to the 
completely alien, and the alien, as if cut off from theconsciousnessof 
the masses by a dense screen, is what seeks to speak for the silent. 
Where they react at all, it no longer makes any difference whether it is 
to Beethoven's Seventh Symphony 0< to a bikini. 

. The concept of musical fetishism cannot be psychologically 
denved. That "values" are consumed and draw feelings to them
selves, without their specific qualities being reached by the conscious
ness or the consumer. is a later expression of their commodity charac
ter. For all contemporary musical life is dominated by the commodity 
fonn; the last pre-capitalist residues have been eliminated . Music 

. with allth~ attribute~ of the ethereal and sublime which are generous!; 

1accorded n, serves on tmerica today as an advenisement for com
modities which ooe must acquire in order to be able to hear music. If 
the advertising function is Cllrefully dimmed in the case of serious 
~usic, it always breaks through in the case of light music. The whole 
J322 busmess, with its1frce distribution o r scores to bands, has aban
doned the idea that actual performance promotes the sale of piano 
scores and phonograph records . Countless hit song texts praise the hit 
~ongs themselves, repeating their titles in capita! leuers. What makes 
us appearance, like an idol. out of such masses of type is the ex
change-value in w_hich the quantum of possible enjoyment has disap
peared .. Marx dehn~s the fetosh character of the commodity as the 
v~nerauon of the .thong ~ade by oneself which, as exchange-value, 
s omuhaneously ahenates uself from producer to consumer-"human 
beings.". ·:A commodity is therefore a mysteriou.s thing, simply 
because an nthe social character of men's labor appears to th\m as an 
objectiv~ character stamped upon the product of that labor; because 
the relatoon or the producers to the sum 101al of their own labor is 
presented to them as a social relation, existing n01 between them
selves, but between the products or their labor. " This is the real secret 
or success. It is the mere reOection or what one pays in the market fO< 
~ product. "':"" consumer is really worshipping the money that he 
himself has paod for the ticket to the Toscanini conccn. He has literally 
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"m:ode" the success which hel reifies and accepts as an objective 
criterion, wit.hout recognizing himself in it. But he has not "made" it 
by liking the concen, but rather by buying the ticket. To be sure, 
exchange-value exertS its power in a special way in the realm or 
cultural goods. For in the world of oO<nmodities this realm appears to 
be exempted from the power or exchange, to be in an immed~e 
relationship with the goods, and i t is this appearance in tum whoch 
alone gives cuflural goods their exchange-value. But they ~~cnhe
less simultaneously fall completely into the world of commodoues, are 
produced fO< the market, and areaimedatthemarket. The~ 
of immediacy is as strong as the compulsion of exchange-value os 
inexorable. The social com~t harmoni~ the conrradiction. The 
appearance of immediacy takes possessoon of the mediated, ex
change-value itself. If the commodity in general combiqes exchange· r value and use-value. then the pure use-value, whose illusion the 
cultural goods must preserve in completely capi1alist society, mus1 be 
replaced by .pure exchange-value, which precisely in its capacity as 
exchange-value deceptively takes over the function or use-value. The 
specific fetish character of music lies in this quid pro quo. The 
feelings which go to the exchange value crea1e t~ appeara~ of 
immediacy at the same time as the absence of a relauon to the obJect 
belies it. It has its basis in the abstracl character of exchange-value. 
Every "psychological" aspect, every ersarz satisfaction, depends on 

such social substitution. 
The change in the function of music involves the basic conditions 

1.- of the relation between art and society. The more inexorably the 
principle of exchange-value destroys use-values for human ~ings. 
the more deeply docs exchange-value disguise itself as the object of 
enjoyment. It has been asked what the cement is which still holds the 
world of commodities together. The answer is that this transfer of the 
usc-value of consumption goods to their exchange-value contributes 
to a general order in which eventually every pleasure which emanci· 
pates itself from exchange-value takes on subversive features. ~ 
appearance of exchange-value in commodities has taken on a specif~c 
cohesive function. The woman who has money with whtch to buy tS 

intoxicated by the act of buying. In American conventional speech, 
having a good time means being present at the enjoyment of others, 
which i.n its tum has as its only content being present. The auto 
religion makes all men brothers in the S8Cfamental moment with the 
words: "That is a Rolls Royce," and inmomcntsofintimacy, women 
anach greater imponance to the hairdressers and cosmeticians than to 
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the sirwuion for the sake of which the hairdressers a.nd cosmeticians 
are employed. The relation 10 the irrelevant dutifully manifests irs 
$0Cial essence. The couple our driving who spend their rime identi
fying every passing ear and being happy if they recognize the 
trademarks speeding by, the girl whose satisfaction consists solely in 
the fact that she and her boyfriend "look good," the expenise of rhe 

(
jazz enthusiast who legitimizes himself by having knowledge about 
what is in any case inescapable: all this operates according ro the same 
command. Before the theological caprices of commodities, the con-
sumers become temple slaves. Those who sacrifice themselves no
where else can do so here, and here they are fully betrayed. 

( In the commodity fetishists of the new model, in the "sado
~histic character," in those receptive ro today's mass ~he 

th. ho . If . C.::: "" same mgs wsrtse on many ways. Themasochisticmassculrureis 
the necessary manifestation of a.lmighty production itself. When the 
feelings seize on exchange-value it is no mystiealtransubstantiation. 
It corresponds to the behavior of the prisoner who loves his cell 
because he has been left nothing else to Jove. The ~rifice of individu-

(
~it~ which accommodates itself ro the regulanty of the succeSsful, 

../ e oong of what everybody does, follows from the basic fact that in 
broad areas the same thing is offered to everybody by the standardized 
production of consumption goods. Bur rhc commercial necessity of 

I concealing this identity leads to the manipulation of taste and rhe 
,official culture; s !Pretense of individualism, which necessarily in
creases in proportion to rhe liquidation of the individual. Even in rhe 
realm of the superstructure , rhe appearance is nor merely the conceal-
ment of the essence, but proceeds of necessity from the essence itself. 
The identical character of the goods which everyone must buy hides 
itself behind the rigor of the universally compulsory style. The fiction 

/'of the relatioo between supply and demand survives in the fictitiously 
\... individual nuances. 

If the value of taste in the prese.nt situation is questioned, it is 
11ecessary to understand what taste i.s composed of in this situation. 
Acquiescence is rationalized as modesty, opposition to caprice and 
anarchy; musical analysis has today decayed as fundamentally as 
musical charm, and has its parody in rhe stubborn counting of bears. 

( The picture is completed by accidental differentiation within the strict 
confines of the prescribed. Bur if the liquidated individual really 

!I makes the complete superficiality or the conventions passionately his 
own, then the golden age of taste has dawned ar the very moment in 
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l• which asre nQ.J.QDI:C[ ~The works which are the ba.~is of the 
fctishizarion and become cultural goods experience constitutional 
changes as a result . They become~aati~ Irrelevant consumption 

( destroys them. Not merely do the few things played again and again 

I 
wear our. like the Sistine Madonna in the bedroom, but [ eification , 
affects their internal structure. They are transfonned into a conglom· 

"' erarion of irruption.s which are .impressed on the listeners by~,. 
and'leperirion,1while the organization of the whole makes no ompres
sion wha.r.soever. 

The memorability of t!}~ected ~1 tha~s to c:li~es and 
./ { reperition.s; has a pt. ecursor on great musoc otself, on the technoque. of 

\,!are romantic compositions. especially those of Wagner. The more 
~the music. the more,romantidir sounds to alienated ears. Just in 
this way ir becomeS "Jl!Openy~" A Beethoven symphony as a whole, 
spontaneously expeJ'eOcecl. can never be appropriated. The man who 
in rhe subway triumphantly whistles loudly the theme of the finale of 
Brahms' First is already primarily involved with irs debris. But since 
the disintegration of rhe terishes puts these themselves in danger and 
virtually assimilates them to hit songs. it produces ae unrer tendency 
in order 10 preserve their fetish character. If the romanticizing of 
paniculars cats away rhc ~thewhok. the endangered subs!~ 
is galvanically copper-plated. TheC)oma;t

1 
whoch empbasozes the 

~
rcified pans takes on the character of Bt:_llagocal ritua_!., in which all the 
mysteries of personality, inwardness. inspiration and spontaneity of 
reproduction which have been eliminated from the work itself , are 
-ed up: Just because the disintegrating work renounces the 
moment of irs spontaneity . this. just as stereotyped as the bits and 
pieces, is injected into it from rhc outside. In spire of all talk of new 
objectivity, ihe essential function ofl£onfonnistp¢dQnnance~ is no 
longer rhe perfonnanee of rhe "pure" work burt he presentation of the 
vulgarized one with a gesture which emphatically bur impotently tries 
to hold the vulgarization or a distance. 

Vulgarization and enchantment, hostile sisters, dwell roger her in 
the arrangements which have coloniz~ large ar~as of m.-ic .. The 

v ( practice or larrangcment 1 exre~ the most drverse do~e~oo~s. 
Sometimes u seizes on the time. II blatantly snatches the rerfoed btts 
and pieces out of their context and sets them up as a potpourri. II 
destroys the multilevel unity of the whole work and brings forward 
only isolated popular passages. The minuet from Mozart's E-Oat 
Major Symphony, played without the other movement, loses its 



symphonic cohesion and is tum<d by the perfonnance into an arlisan· 
lypc g~nre piece thai hos mot"e tO do with the '"Stephanie Gavoue'' 
than wnh the sort of classicism it is supposed to adver1ise. 

Then there is the arrangement in coloristic terms. They arrange 

C~hatever they can get hold or. as long as the ukase of a famous 
onterpreter does not forbid it. If in the field or light music the arrangers 

f are the only trained musicians, they feel called on to jump around all 
!\ the more unrestrainedly with cultural goods. AU sorts of reasons nrc 

offered by them for t!_nstrumental arrangcmcnts. 1n the case or great 
( orches~ral wo~. it ":'":reduce the <lOSt. or the composers are accused 

or lackong technoque rn onsrrumentation. 111ese reasons are lamentable 
~ex~s. The argument of cheapness, which esrbetically condemns 
nself. os dosposed of by reference to the superfluity or orchestral menns 
at the disposal of precisely those who most eagerly cany on the 
practocc o r arrae1gement , and by the fact that very often, as in instru· 

Cment~l arrangements of piano pieces. the arrangem~turn out s ub
stantoal!y dearer than pe~orrnance in the ~gina! fo~, And finally, 
the belief th~t older musoc needs a coloristic freshening up presup-
poses nn accodental character in the relation between color and line 
s~h as eoul~ ~ assumed only as a result of the crudest ignorance or 
Vten~a ch1ssrcosm and the so-eagerly alllll1ged Schuben. Even ;r lhe 
real ~oscovery of the coloristic dimension first took place in the era of 
~rlro~ ~nd Wa.gncr, the coloristic parsimony of Haydn or Beethoven 

( 

•s of a poece wnh the predominance or the principle of construction 
over t~e melodic panicular springing in brilliant colors out or the 
dynnmoc unity. Precisely in the context or such parsimony do the 
bassoon thirds at the beginning or the third Leonore overlurc or the 
oboe cadenza in the repriseofthe first movement of the Fifth achieve a 
power which would be irretrievably lOst in a multicolored sonority. 

<>:ne must tl~rerore. assume that the motives for the piiietice or 
arrango~g are sur genens. Above all. arranging seeks to make the 

Cgrea~ dostant ~nd, which always has aspects of the public nod 
unpr~vate. assomolable. The tired businessman can clap arranged 
classocs on the shoulder and fondle the progeny of their muse. It is a 

{I 
compulsion similar to that which require radio favorites to insinuate 
themselves into the families. of their listeners as une~d aunts and 

C 
pretend to a human proxomuy-~_Radical reification produces its own 
~retense or immediacy and intimacy. ContraryWlse, the intimate is 
onOated and colored by arrangements precisely for being too spare. 

( 
Bee_ause they were originally defined only as moments or the whole, 
the onstants ortscnsory pl~ure which emerge out of the decomposing 

I unities are too weak even to produce the~ry stimulus ,demanded 
or them in fulfillment or theirjlld~ role. The dressing up and 
puffing up of the individual era!es the lineaments or protest. sl!etched 
out in the limitation of the individual to himself over and against the 
institution, just as in the reduction of the large-scale to the intimate, 

(
sight is lost of the totality in which bad indiv~dual immediacy was ke~t 
within bounds in great music. Instead or thiS, there develops a spun· 
ous balance which at every step betrays its falsity by its,-oontradicti2nJ 
of the material. Schuben's Serenade, in the blown-up sound of the 
combination or strings and piano. with the silly excessive clarity or the 

U imitative inlennediate measures, is. as nonsensical . as if it had 
I\ originated in·~~ But neother does the pnte song from 

Mtisrusingtr sound any more seriojls when played by a string or
chestra alone. In monochrome, it objectively loses the articulation 
which makes it viable in Wagner's score. But at the same time, it 

(

becomes quite viable for the listener, who no longer has to put the 
body of the song together from different colors, but can confidently 
give himself over to the single and uninterrupted treble melody. Here 

I one can put one's hands on the antagonism to the audience into which 
works regarded as classic fall today. But one may suspect that the 
darkest secret of amu>geme.nt is the compulsion not to leave anything 
as it is, but to lay hands on anything that crosses one's path, a 
compulsion that grows greater the less the fundamental characteristics 
or what exists lend themselves to being meddled with . The total social 
grasp confirms its power and mastery by the stamp which is impressed 
on anything that falls into its machinery. But this affirmation is 
likewise destructive. Contemporary listeners would always prefer to 

(
destroy what they hold in blind respect, and their ,eseudoactivity is 
already prepare4 and prescribed by the production. 

./ C The practice o r am~gement c~mes rrom,~lon mu$ic: It is the 
practice or refined enterlaonment whocb borrows us pretensoons from 
the niveau or cultural goods. but transforms these into entertainment 
material of the type or hit songs. Such entenainment, formerly re-

(

served as an accompaniment topcople'shumming. totlill>' spreads over 
the whole of musical life. which is basically not taken seriously by 
anyone anymore and in all discussion of culture retreats further and 
further into the background. One haS the choice of either dutifully 
going along with the business, if only furlivcly in front of the loud· 
speaker on Saturday afternoon, or at once stubbornly and impenitently 

J ( acknowledging t~ served up for the~sib.J9 o't'eal need§ of 
the masses. The uncompelling nod superficial nature of the objects of 



refined entertainment ~nevitably leads to thc l!!!_ancntivencs~ of the 
ISteners. One preserves a good conscience in the m~since one is 

I 
ollering the listeners firsH:Iass goods . To the objection th:otthese are 
already a drug on the market, one is ready with the reply that this is 
what they wanted, an argument which can be f iMIIy invalidated by a 
diagnosis of the situation of the listeners, but only through insight into 
the whole process which unites producers and consumers in ~I· 
8hatmony. 

. But f~tishism ~a_Jces hold of even the ostensibly {"'rious practice of 
mus1c> wb1eh mob1hzes the pathos of dista~ agaonst refined enter
taonment. 11lc: purity of service to the cause, with which it presents the 
works, often turns out to be as inimical to them as vulgarization and 
arrangement. The official ideal of performance, which covers the 

( earth as a result of Toseanini's extraordinary achievement, helps to 
sane.tion a condition which, in a phrase of Eduard Steuermann, may be 
called the barbarism of perfection. To be sure, the names of famous 
works are no longer made fetishes, although the lesser ones that break 
into the programs almost make the limitation 10 the smaller repertoire 
seem desirable. To be sure, passages are not here inOated or climaxes 
overstres~ for the sake of fascination. There is iron discipline. ~ut 
precisely iron. The new fetish is the fla"'lessly functioning, mctalli· 

(

cally brilliant apparatus as such, in which all the cogwheels mesh so 
perfectly that not the slightest hole remains open for the meaning of 
the whole. Perfect, immaculate performance in the latest style pre
serves the work at the price of its definitive rcification . It presents it as 
already complete from the very first note. n,e performance sounds 

(!jkc its own phonograph record . The dynamic is su predetermined that 
there are no longer any tensions at all. The contradictions of the 

(

musical material are so inexorably resolved in the moment of sound 
tha~ it never arrives at the synthesis, the self-production of the work, 
wh1ch reveals the meanmg of every Beethoven symphony. What is the 
point of the symphonic err on when the material on which that effort 
was to be tested has already been ground up1 The protective fixation 
of the work leads to its destruction, for its unity is realized in precisely 
that spontaneity which is sacrificed tot he fixation . This last fetishism, 
which seizes on the substa.nce itself, smothers it; the absolute adjust
ment of the appearance to the work denies the loner and makes it 
disappear unnoticed behind the apparatus, just as certain swam~ 
drainings by labor detachments take place not for their own sake but 
for that of the work . Not for nothing does the rule of the established 
conductor remind one of that of the totalitarian Fuhrer. Like the laner, 

J85 

he reduceStJII~ and organiuuion 10 a common denominator. Heis the 

(
real modem type of the virtuoso, as bandleader as well as m the 
Philharmonic. He has got 10 the point where he no longer has to do 
anything himself; he is even sometimes relieved of reading the score 
by the staff musical advisors. At one stroke he provides norm and 

Cindividualization: the norm is identified with his person. and the 
• ndividual tricks which he perpetrates fumi~h general rules. 111c:. fetish 

character of the conductor is the most obv1ous and the most h1dden. 
111c: standard works could probably be performed by the vinuosi of 
contemporary orchestras just as well without the conductor. and Jl!¢ 

~
public whicb cheers the conductor would be unable to tell that, in the 
co;ealment of the orchestra, the musical advisor was taking the place 
of the hero llud low by a cold. ) 

The consciousness of the mas( of listeners is adequate to 

~
tishizcd music . h listens l)Ceordrng te\ formuta, and indeed~

~itself would not be possible if resistance ensu~ •. if the hste. ners 
ill had the capacity to make demands beyond the hmus of what was 
pplied. But if somoone tried to "verify" the fetish character of 

IJ music by investigating the reacti~ns of listeners with1interviews, and 
rsuestionnaja:s.,he might meet wub unexpected puzzles. In mUSIC as 

elsewhere, the diStrCpilllcy bet"'eell essence and appearance bas 

I grown 10 a point where no appearance is any longer ~alid, without 
mediation, as verification of the essence. Th~unconse1ous reacuons 

(

of the listeners are so heavily veiled .•nd thei~.9onsc.ious _assessment is 
j so exclusively oriented 10 the dommant feush categones that every 

answer one receives conforms in advance to the surface of that music 
business which is attacked by the theory being "verified." As soon as 
one presents the listener with the primitive question about liking or 
disliking, there comes into play the whole machinery which one had 
thought could be mode transparent and eliminated by the reduction to 
this question . But if one tries to replace the most elementary investiga
tive procedures with others which take account of the re~e_pende.nce 
of the listener on the mechanism. this complication of the onvesuga
tive procedure not merely makes the interpretation of the result ~re 
difficult. but ittoucljes off the resistance of the "respondents anddnves 
them all the deeper into the conformist behavior in which they think 
they can remain concealed from the danger of exposure. No causal 

r nexus at all can properly be worked out between isolated ... impres
J sions" of the hit song and its psychological effects on the hstener. If 

1 indeed individuals today no longer belong ro themselves, then that 
also means that they can no longer be "in0ueneed."111c: opposing 
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( points. of produccion and consumpcion are al any given time. closely 
\. coordmated. bu1 noc dependenl oo each ocher in isolacioo. Their 
inediation icself does n01 in any ease escape~retieal eo!)jecru~ h 
suff oc:es to remember bow many sorrows be os spared who no longer 
thinks 100 many thoughtS, bow much more "in accordance with 
reality" a person behaves when he affirms that the real is ri.ghc, bow 
much more capacity to use the machinery falls 10 the person who 
integraces himself wich it uncomplainingly, so that the correspondence 
be-tween che liscener's consciousness and the fetishized music would 
still remain comprehensible even if the former did nol unequivocally 
reduce ilself to lhe Iauer. 

( 
The counlerpan 10 che fecishism of music is a regression of 

listening. This docs not mean a relapse of the1individyalliS!~ inco 
an earlier phase of hi sown developmenl, nor a decline in thc;colleccivc 
general level, since che millions who are reached musically for the first 
time by loday'S .!!)8SS eommunicationspannoc be compared with che 
audience of the pasl. Rather, ic is contemporary listening 'Which has 

( regJessed, arresced a1 the infancile stage. No1 only do the liscening 

t
·subjeets lose, along with freedom of choice and responsibilily, the 
eapaeicy for conscious pereepc.ion of music, which was from cime 
immemorill wnfined to a niiTllw group, but they stubbornly reject the 
t;;ssibility of such pereepcion. They Oucruace bcrwecn comprehensive 

(

forgetting ~d sudden dives in co recognition. They listen e!."m!!,fically 
and ~~0£!!1'5 whac lhey hear, buc precisely in !his dissoeiacion chey 

. develop cenain capacilies which accord less with the concepls of 
tradicional csthecics than wich chose of foocball and moloring. They are 
not childlike, as mighc be expecced on che basis of an incerprctacion of 
chc new lypc of listener in ccrrns of lhe introduction 10 musical life of 
groups previously unacquainted with music. Bul they are childish; 

I (iheir.erimicivism is no11ha1 of the undeveloped. , butchal of the forcibly 
~ard~ Whenever they have a chance, they display the pinched 

hatred of chose who really sense the other but exclude il in order 10 live 
in peace, and who therefore would like besl to roo1 out the nagging 

'bilicy. The regression is really from this existcnc possibilicy, or 
eoncretel~, from th.e possibilicy ~fa differen1 an~opposicion;ll 
. Regressove. loo, os lhe role whoch contemporary, mass music:, 

plays in the psychological household of its victims. They are nOt 
merely turned away from more imponant music, but chcy are con· 
firmed in cheir neurocic scupidity, quite irrespective of .how their 
musical capacilies are related 10 che specific musical cullurc of earlier 
social phases. The assen1 to hie songs and debased cullural goods 
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belongs 10 the same complex of sympcoms as do those faces of whieb 
one no longer lmows whether the film has alienared them from realicy 
or reality has alienated them from the film, astbeywrcnebopen agJeal 
formless moulh with shining teeth ina voracious smile, while the tired 
eyes ate wreccbed and lost above. Together wilh spon and film, mass 

J / music and the new liscening belp to make escape fror." the w~e 
Lintantile milieu impossible. The sickness has a preservative funetron. 

Even the listening habits of the contemporary masses are ecnainly in 
no way new, and one may readily concede that the reception of the 
prewar hit song "PIIppehen" was noc so very different from that of a 
synthedcJ_azz1ehildren's song. But the,cont~in which such a chi!· 
dren 's song appears, the masochistic mocking of one's own wish for 
lost happiness, or the compromising of the desire for happiness ilself 

./ by the reversion to a childhood whose unattainabilicy bears wimess to 
the unanainabilicy of joy-this is the ,specific product, of the new 
listening, and nothing which strikes the ear remains exempt from this 

1system of assimilation. There are~ social differences, but the 
ocw liscening exteods so far that the stultification of the oppcessed 
affects the oppressors themselves, and they become victims of the 
superior power of sell-propelled wbcel$ who think they ate determin
ing !heir di~tion. 

../ { RegJCSsive listening is tied to production by the machinery of 
\ e istribucion1 and panicula:ly by ~venising. Regressive list~~g 

appears as soon as advertismg rums toto terror, as soon as noching rs 
left for the consciousness but to capitulate before the superior power of 
the advenised stuff and purchase spiritual peace by making the im· 
posed goods literally ils own thing. In regressive listening, advenising 

( lakes on a compulsory character. Fora wbile, an English brewery used 
for propaganda purposes a billboard that bore a decepcive likeness to 
one of those whitewashed brick walls which are so numerous in the 
slums of Loodoo and the induslrial cities or the Nonh . Properly 
placed, the billboard was barely distinguishable from a real wall. Oo 
il, ehalk·white, was a careful imilarion of awkward writing. The 

(;
rdssaid: "What we Wllllt is W81nCy's." Thebnndofthe beer was 

escnted like a political slogan. Noc ooly does this " llboard give an 
insighl into the nature of UJHo-<late propaganda, which sells itS 
slogans as well as ils wares, just as here the wares masquerade as a 
slogan; the cype of relationship suggested by che billboard, in which 

(

masses make a commodicy recommended to them the object of their 
own action, is in face found again as the pancm for lhe rccepcion of 
light music. They need and demand what bas been palmed off on 
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them. They overcome the feeling of impotence that creeps over them 
J (in the face of~listic production by, identifying themselves with 

the inescapable product. They thereby put an end to the strangeness of 
the musical brands which are at onc::e dislant from them and threaten
ingly near, and in addition, acrueve the satisfaction of feeUng them· 
selves involved in Mr. Know-Nothing's enterprises, which confront 
them at every tum. This explains why inwvidual expressions of 

'

preference---«, of course, disUko--converge in an area where object 
and subject alike make such reactions questionable. The fetish charac:

( ter of music produces its own camouflage through the identification of 
the listener with the fetish. This identification initially gives tht:J>it 
sonM power over their ,victims, It fuUills itself in the subsequent 
forgetting and remembering. lust as every advenisement isoomposed 

(

of the inconspicuous familiar and the unfamiUar conspicuous, so the 
rut song remains salutarily forgotten in the half -dusk of its familiarity, 
suddenly to beoome painfully over..:lear through recollecrioo, as if in 
the beam of a spotlight. One can almost equate the moment of this 
recollection with that in wruch the Iitle or the words of the initial verse 
of IUs rut song confront the victim. Perhaps he identifies IUmseU with 

(
this because be identifies it and thereby merges with IUs possessioo. 
This compulsion may well drive himtorecallthetitleof !he hit song at 
time. But the writing under the note, which makes the identification 
possible, is norhing else but the ttademark or the rut song. 

' Deconcentratio~ is the perceptual activity which prepares the 
way for the forgetting and sudden recognition of mass music. If the 

(

standardized products, hopelessly like one another except f. or con· 
spicuous bits such as hit lines, do nor permit ooncentrated listening 
without beooming unbearable to the listeners, the latter are in any ease 
no longer capable ofLooncentrated listenin~. They cannot stand the 
strain of concentrated listening and surrender themselves resignedly to 
what befalls them, with wruch they can come to tenns only if they do 

I 
nor listen to it tooelosely1Benjarnin'~ referencetotheapperceptionof 

\ the cinema in a condition of distraction is just as valid for light music. 
rrhe usual commercial jazz can only cany out its function because it is 

1 nor attended to except during conversation and, above all, as an 
\ accompaniment to dancing . Again and again one encounters the 

judgment that it is line for dancing but dreadful for listening. But if the 
film as a whole seems to be apprehended in a distracted manner, 
deconcentrated listening makes the perception of a whole impossible. 

1 All that is realized is what the spotlight falls on-striliing melodic 
1 intervals, unsettling modulations, intentional or un.intentional mis· 
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I take•. or whatever condenses itself into ae?nnula by an especially 
intimate merging of melody and text. Here, too, listeners and products 
fittogcther; they are nor even offered the structure which they cannOt 
follow. If atomized listening means progressive decomposition for the 
higher music. there is nothing more to decompose in the lower music. 

(

Tile forms of hit songs are so strictly standardized, down to the 
J ~umber of beats and the exact duration, that no specific fonn appears 

in any panicular piece. The emancipation of the pans from their 

I 
cohesion, and from all moments which extend beyond their immediate 
present, introduces the wversion of musical interest to the particular 
sensory pleasure. Typically, the listeners show a preference not mere· 

ely for panieular showpieces for instrumental acrobatics. but for the 
individual instrumental colors as such. This preference is promoted by 
the practice of American popular music whereby each variation, or 
"chorus," is played with emphasis on a speciaJ,instrument!J color, 
with the clarinet,lhe piano, or the trumpet asquasi.soloist. This often 

C
goes so far that the listener seems 10 care more about treatment and 
"style" than about the Otherwise indifferent material. but with the 
fream;;;nl validating itself only in panicular enticing effects. Along 
with the allraction tooolorassuch, there is of eoursethe veneration for 
the tool and the drive to i111itate and join in the game; possibly also 
something of the great delight of children in bright colors, which 
returns under the pressure of contemporary musical experience. 

G 
The diversion of interest from the whole, perhaps indeed from 

J he "melody,"' to the chann or color and to therindividual trick, could 
be optimistically interpreted as a new rupture of the disciplining 
unction. But this interpretation would be erroneous. Once the per· 

ceived channs remain unopposed in a rigid fonnat, whoever yields to 
them will eventually rebel against it. But then they are themselves of 

(the most lim.ited kind. Tiley all center on an impressionistically 
~ftened tonality. It cannot be said that interest in the isolated color or 

the isolated sonority awakens a taste for new colors and new 
sonoririe_s. Rather, the~tomistic listeners are the first to denounce 

G
ch sonorities as ''intellectual" or absolutely dissonant. The charms 

J hich they enjoy must be of an approved type. To be sure, disso
ances occur in jan practice, and even techniques of intentional 
isplaying have developed. But an appearance of harmless~ss ac· 

~\
companies all these customs; every extravagant sonority mus! be so 
produced that the listener can reco!l,!lize it as a substitute for a "nor· 
mal" one . While he rejoices in the mistreatment the dissonance gives 
10 the consonance whose place it takes , the vinual consonance simul· 



taneously guarantees that one remains within the circle. In tests on the 

(

reception of hit songs. people have been found who ask how they 
J should act if a passage simultaneously pleases and displeases them . 

One may well suspect that they repon an experience which also occurs 
to those who give no account of it. 

'The reactions to isolated channs are ambivalent. A sensory 
r pleasure turns into disgust as soon as it is seen how it only still serves 
\ to betray the consumer. 'The betrayal here consists in always offering 

the same thing. Even the mos1 insensitive hit song enthusiast cannot 
always escape the feeling that the child with a sweet tooth comes to 
know in the candy Store. If the charms wear orf and tum into their 

(
opposit~the shon life or most hit songs belongs in the same range of-

/ 

experience-then the .cultural ideology which clothes the upper-level 
musical business finishes things o rr by causing the lower to be heard 
with a bad eonscienee. Nobody believes so completely in prescribed 

)'Ieasure. But the listening nevenheless remains regressive in assent-
../ {_ing to this situation despite all distrust and all ambiva.lenee. As a result 

of the diSplacement of feelings into exchange-value, no demands are 
really advanced in music anymore. Substitutessatisfytheirpurposeas 
well, beeause the demand to which they adjust themselves has itself 
already been substituted. But ellfS which. are srill only able ro hear 
what one demands of them in what is offered, and which register the 
abstract charm instead of synthesizing the moments of charm, aree!!L 
ears Even in the "isolated" phenomenon. key aspects will escape 
tlie~; that is, those which transcend its own isolation. There is 

.;c actually a neurotic mechanism of s tupidity in listening, too; the 
arrogantly ignorant rejection or everything unfamiliar is its sure sign. 
Regressive listeners behave like children. Again and again and with 
stubborn malice, they demand the one dish they have once been 
served. 

j r A son of1musical children's language is prepared for them; it 

. 
differs from the reallhing in that its~abularyconsistsexclusivelyof 
fragments and distonions or the Ffistic language of music. In the 
piano scores o f hit songs. there are strange diagrams. 'They relate to 
guitar, ukulele and banjo. as well as the accordion-infantile instru-

. ments in comparison with the pia~nd are intended for~rs 
who cannot read the notes. 'They depict graphically the fingering for 
il'iCChords of the plucking inst.ruments. 'The rationally comprehensible 
notes are replaced by visual directives, to some extent by musical 
traffic signals. 'These signs. of coorse. confine themselves io the three 

( tonic major chords and exclude any meaningful harmonic progres-

, 
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sion. The regulated musical traffic is wonhy of them. It cannot be 
compared with that in the streets. It swarms with~es)n phrasing 
and harmony. There are wrong pitches. ineorrec blings of thirds, 
fifth and octave progressions, and all sons or illogical trealments or 
voices, sometimes in the bass. One would like to blame them on the 
amateurs with whom mos1 or the hit songs originate, while the real 
musical work is first done by the arrangers. But just as a publisher does 
not let a miSSpelled word go out into the world, so it is inconceivable 
that, well-advised by their expens, they publish amateur versions 
without checking them. 'The mistakes areeitherconsciouslyproduced 
by the ex pens or intentionally permitted to stand-for the sake or the 
listeners. One could anribute to the publishers and expens the wish to 
ingratiate themselves with the listeners.' composif!g as nonchalantly 
and informally as a dilenante drums out a hit song after hearing it. 
Such intrigues would be or the same stripe, even if considered psy
chologically different, as the incorrect spelling in many advenising 
slogans. But even if one wanted to exclude their ac<leptanee as too 
farfetched, the typograph.ical errors could be understood. On the one 
hand, the infantile hearing demands sensually rieh and full sonority, 
sometime~epresented by the luxuriant thirds, and it is precisely this 
demand in which rhe infantile musical lang~ge is in most brutal 
contradiction with thechildren'ssong. On theotherhand,the infantile 
hearing always demands ;he most comfonable and fluent resolutions. 
The consequences of the "rich" sonority, with correct treatment ol 
voices. would be so far from the standardized harmonic relations that 
the listener would have to reject them as "unnatural." The mistakes 
would then be the bold strokes which reconcile the antagonisms of the 
infantile listener's consciousness. 

No less characteristic of the regressive musical language is the 
,quotation. Its use ranges from the conscious quotation of folk and 
children's songs, by way of ambiguous and half accidental allusions, 
to completely latent similarities and associations. 'The tendency 
triumphs in the adaptation of whole pieces from the classical stock or 
the operatic repenoire. 'The practice of quotation mirrors the ambiv
alence of ·the infantile listener's consciousness. The quotations are at 
once authoritarian and a parody. It is thus that a child imitates the 
teacher. ) 

11te ambivalence of the retarded liste.ncrs has its most extreme 
expression in the fact that individuals, !)01 yet fully reified, want to 
extricate themselves from the mechanism or musical reification to 
which they have been handed over, but that their revolts against 
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fetishism only entangle them more deeply in it. Whenever they at· 
tempt to break away from the passive status or c<>mpulsoryconsumers 
and ''activate" themselves, they succumb to pseudoactivity. Types 
rise up from the mass of the retarded who differentiate themselves by 
pseudoactivity and nevertheless make the regression more strikingly 
visible. There are, first, the enthusiasts who write fan lcuers 10 radio 
stations and orchestras and, at well-managed jazz festivals, produce 
their own enthusiasm as an advertisement for rhe wares they consume. 
They call themselves jinerbugs, as if they simultaneously wanted to 
affirm and mock their loss of individuality, their transformation into 
beetles whirring around in fascination. Their only excuse is that rhe 
term jiuerbugs. like all those in the unreal edifice of films and jazz, is 
hammered into them by the entreprerteurs 10 make them think that they 
are on the inside. Their ecstasy is without conrenr. That it happens, 
that rhe music is listened to, this replaces the conrenr itself. The 
ecstasy takes possession or irs object by its own compulsive chtlt3Crer. 
It is stylized like the ecstasies savages go into in !>eating rhe war 
drums. It )las convulsive aspects reminiscent or Sr . Virus' dance or the 
renexes or mutilated animals. Passion itself seems to be produced by 
defects. Bur the ecstatic ritual betrays itself as pseudoactivity by the 
moment of mimicry. People do not dance or listen ·'from sensuality' ' 
and sensunlity is certainly not satisfied by listening. burr he gestures of 
the sensual are. imitated. An analogue is the representation or particu
lar emotions in the film , where there are physiognomic pauerns for 
anxiety, longing, the erotic look; ror smiling; for the atomistic ex
pressive or debased music. The imitative assimilation ro commodity 
models is intertwined with11olkloristic customs of imitation. In jazz, 
the relation of such mimicry to rhe imitating individunl himself is quite 
loose. Its medium is caricature. Danee and music copy stages of 
sexual exCitement only ro make fun of them. It is as if desire's 
surrogate itself simultaneously turned against it; t.he "realistic" be· 
havior of the oppressed triumphs over his dream of happiness while 
being itself incorporated into !be latter. And as if to confirm the 
superficiality and treachery of every form of ecstasy, the feet are 
unable to fulfill what the ear pretends. The same jiuerbugs who 
behave as ir they were electrified by syncopation dance almost exclu· 
sively the good rhythmic parts. The weak flesh punishes t~ lies of the 
willing spirit; the gestural ecstasy of the infantile listener misfires in 
the face of the ecstatic gesture. 11le opposite type appears to be the 
eager person who leaves the factory and "occupies" himself wilh 
music in the quiet of his bedroom. He is shy and inhibited, perhaps has 

Mlu<·k with girls. and wants in any c•sc 10 preserve his own special 
sphere. He seeks this as a, radio ham, Atrwenty. he is srillarrhe stage 
of a boy scour working on complicated knots justro please his parents. 
This type is held in high esteem in radio mauers. He patiently builds 
sets whose most important parts he must buy ready-made. and ~s 
the air for shortwave secrets, though there are none . As a reader of 
Indian stories and travel books. he once discovered unknown lands 
~nd cleared his path through the forest primeval. As radio ham he 
becomes the discoverer or just those industrial products which are 
interested in being discovered by him. He brings nothing home which 
would not be delivered to his house. The advcn1urcrs of pseudo
activity have already organized themselves on a large scale; rhe radio 
amateurs have printed verification cards sent them by the shortwave 
stations they have discovered, and hold contests in which I he winner is 
rhe one who can produce the most such cards. All this is carefully 
fostered from above. Of au fetishistic listeners. the radio ham is 
perhaps the most,complete. 11 is irrelevant 10 him what he hears 0< 

even how he hears; he is only interested in the fact that he hears and 
sue««<s in inserting himself, with his private equipment, into the 
public mechanism:\.without exerting even the slightest influence on it. 
With the same attirtJde. countless radio listeners play wi1h the feed· 
back or the sound dial without themselves becoming hams. Others are 
more expert. or ar least more aggressive. These smart chaps can be 
found everywhere and are able to do everything themselves: the 
advanced student who in eve/Y gathering is ready to play jazz with 
machinelike precision for dancing and entertainment; the,gas station 
aucndanr who hums his syncopation ingenuously while filling up rhe 
tank ; the listening expert who can identify every band and immerses 
himself in the hisro,Y or jazz a.~ if ir were Holy Writ. He is nearesrro 
the sportsmM: if not to the football player himself, then to the 
swaggering fellow who dominates the stands. He shines by a capacity 
for rough improvisations. even if he must practice the piano for hours 
in secret in order to bring the refractory rhythrns together. He pictures 
himself :u the individualist who whistles at the world. But what he 
whistles is its melody. and his tricks are less inventions or the moment 
than stored-up experiences from acquaintance with sought·ffttr JCCh· 
nicalthings. His improvisations are always gestures of nimble sbbor
dination to what the instrument demands of him. The chauffeur is the 
model for the listening type of the clever fellow, His agreement with 
everything dominant goes so far thnt• he no longer produces any 
resistance. bur of his own accord always does what is asked of him for 
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the sake of the responsible functionary. He lies to himself about the 
completeness of his subordination tO the rule of the reified mccha

,nism. Thus, the sovereign routine of the jazz amateur is nothing but 
the passive capacity for odaplation to models from which to avoid 
suaying. He is the real jazz subject: his improvisations come from the 
panem, and he navigates the pallem. eigarcllc in mouth, as noncha
lantly as if he bad invented it himself. 

Regressive lisrenet$ have key points in common with the man 
who mUSt kill time because he has nothing else on which to vent his 
aggression, and with the casual laborer. Tomakeoncsclfajazzexpcn 

/ or hang overt he radio all day, onemusr have much free time and linle 
freedom. The dexterity which comes to terms wit!l the syn<:opation as 
well as with the basic rhythm is that of rheautomechanicwhoean also 
repair the loudspeaker and the electric light. The new listeners resem
ble the mechanics who are simultaneously spoeialized and capable or 
applying their spoeial skills to uncxpoeted places outside their skilled 
trades. But this despoeializarion only seems to help them out of the 
system. The more easily they moctthe demands of the day, the more 
rigidly they are subordinated to that system. The research finding, that 

·among radio listeners the friends of light music reveal themselves to 
be depoliricized, is nor accidental. The possibility of individual shelter 
and of a security which is, as always, questionable, obstructs the view 
of a change in the situation in which one seeks shelter. Superficial 
experience contradicts this. The "younger generation"-the concept , 
itself is merely an ideological catch-all- seems to be in conflict with 
irs elders and their plush culture precisely through the new way of 
listening. In America, it is just the so-called liberals and progressives 
wbem one finds among the advocates of light popular music, most of 
whom want to classify their activity as democratic. But if regressive 
hearing is progressive as opposed to the ' "individualistic" sort, it is 
only in the dialectical sense that it is better fitted to the advancing 
brutality than the latter. All possible mold has been rubbed off the 
baseness, and it is legitimate to eritiei'!e the esthetic residue of an 
individuality that was long since wrested from individuals. But this 
criticism comes with little force from the sphere of popular music, 
since it is just this sphere that mummifies the vulgarized and decaying 
remn3JJIS of romantic individualism. Its innovations are inseparably 
coupled with these remnants. 

Machochism in hearing is not only defined by self-surrender and 
pseudo-pleasure through identification with power. Underlying it is 
the knowledge that the security of shelter under t.he ruling conditions is 
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a provisional one, that it is only n respite. and that eventually every· 
thing must collapse. Even in self-surrender one is not good in his own 
eyes: in his enjoyment one feels that he is simultaneously beuaymg 
the possible and being betrayed by the existent. Regressive listening is 
always rcody 10 degenerate into rage. II one knows that he is basj;ally 
marking rime, the rage is directed primarily against everything which 
could disavow the modernity of being with·it and up·to-datt and 
re~cal how linle has in fact changed. From photographtand movies, 
one knows the effect produced by the modem grown old. an effect 
originally used by the surrealists to shock and subsequently degraded 
ro the cheap amusement of those whose fetishism fastens C? the 
abstract present. For the regressive listener, this effee1 is fantasttcally 
foreshortened. They would like 10 ridiculeanddestroywhatyeslerday 
they were intoxicated with, as if in retrospoetto revenge themselves 
for the fac·tthat the ecstasy was not actually such. This effect has been 
given a name of its own and repeatedly been propagated in press and 
radio. But we should not think of the rhythmically simpler, light music 
of rhe pre-jazz era and irs relics as corny; rather,the tennappliestoall 
those syncopated pieces which do not confonn to the approv~ 
rhythmic fonnula of the present moment. A jazz expert can shake with 
laughter when he hears a piece which in good rhythm follows a 
sixteenth note with a p(.Q_Ctuated eight , ~~~~ou~h this rhythm is more 
aggressive and in no ..f.ly more provmcoal on character than. the 
syncopated connection and renunciation of all counter-stress practoced 
later. The regressive listeners are in fact destructive, The old-timer's 
insult has its ironic justification: ironic, because the destructive ten· 
dencies of rhc regressive listcnetSare in truth directed against the same 
thing that the old-fashioned hare. against disobedience as such, unless 
it comes under the tolerated spontane ity of collective excesses. The 
seeming opposition of the generations is nowhere more transparent 
than in rage. The bigots who complain 10 the radio stations in pathetic· 
sadistic leners of the jazzing up of holy things and the youth who 
delight in such exhibitions arc of one mind. It requires only the proper 
situation to bring them together in a united front. 

This furnishes a criticism of the · 'new poss<biliries" in regressive 
listening. One might be tempted to rescue it if it were something in 
which the ··a.uraric" characteristics of the work of art , irs illusory 
elements. gave way to the playful ones. However it. rna~ be witlljilms, 
today's mass music shows little of such progress on dosenehalitment. 
Nothing survives in it more steadfastly than the illusion, nothing is 
more illusory than its reality. The infantile play has scarcely mo<e than 



the name in common wirh rhe producriviry of children . Otherwise, 
bourgeois Sport would not wanr ro differenriare irself so srricrly from 
play. Us besrial seriousness consisrs in the facr thar ins read of remain· 
ing fairhfulro rhe dream oftreedom by gening away I rom purposive· 
ness, the ueatmenr of play as a duty puts it among useful purposes and 
thereby wipes out rhe rrace ol freedom in ir. ThiS' is particularly valid 
for conremporary mass music. II is only , play as .a ~peririon of 
pr~~ribed models, and rhe playful release from responsibiliry which 
is !hereby achieved does not reduce at all the rime devored ro duty 
excepr by rransferring rhe respons ibiliry ro rhe models, rhe fo llowing 
of which one malces inro a dury for himself. In rhis lies rhe inherenr 
prerense of rhe dominanr music si>on . II is illusory ro promore rhe 
technical-rarional momenrs of contemporary mass music-or rhc spe· 
cial capaciries of rhe regressive listeners which may correspond ro 
these momenrs-arrhe expense of a decayed magic, which nevenhe· 
!ess prescribes rhe rules for rhe bare functioning irsclf. II would also be 
illusory because the rechnical innovations of mass mu$ic really don't 
exisr. This goes wirhour saying for harmonic and melodic consrruc· 
tion. The real colorisric accomplishmenr of modem dance music, rhe 
approach of rhe differenr colors to one another 10 rhe ex rent rhar one 
insuument replaces anorher without a break or one instrument an 
disguise irsell as another. is as familiar ro Wagnerian and post· 
Wagnerian orchesrral rechnique as the mure elfects of the brasses. 
Even in rhe techniques of syncopation, rhere is nothingrhar was not 
presenr in rudimentary form in Brahms and outdone by Schonberg and 
Srravinsky. The procrice of conremporary popular music has nor so 
much developed rhese techniques as conformisrically dulltd them. 
The lisreners who expertly view rhese rechniques wirh asronishmcnt 
are in no way rechnically educared thereby , bur react with resistance 
and rejecrion as soon as rhe techniques are introduced tO rhem in those 
contexrs in which they have rheir meaning. Whether a technique can 
be considered progressive and "rational" depends on rhis meaning 
and on irs pla<:e in the whole of society as well as in the organization ol 
the particular work. Technical development 3S such can ~rvc crude 
reaction as soon as it has established itself as a fetish and by its 
perfection represents the neglected social tasks as already accom
plished. This is why all anemprs ro reform mass music and regressive 
listening on the basis of what exists are frusrrared. Consumable an 
music mus r pay by the sacrifice of irs consistency. Its faulrs are not 
"artistic" ; every incorrecrly composed or outmoded chord bespeaks 
the backwardness or those to whose demand aecommodarion is made. 

Fnlth Otnrnfln in Musir Md RtgrtSJion of/ ;,tni"l 

Our rechnically COMistent. ·harmonious m"'~ music purified or allrhc 
clements of bad pretense would rum into an music and at once lose its 
ma.- basis. All anemprs at reconciliation. whether by market·orienred 
anisrs or collectively-oriented art educators. are fruitless. They have 
accomplished nothing more than handicrafts or the $Or1 of product• 
with which directions lor usc or a socialrcxt must be given, so that one 
may be properly informed about their deeper background. 

The positive aspect lor which the new mass music and regressive 
listening arc prnised-virality and rcchnical progress, collecrive 
breadrh and relarion 10 an undefined practice. into whose concepts 
rhcre has cnrered the supplicant self·denunciarion of rhe inrellecrual•. 
who can thereby finally end their social alienation from the masses in 
order to coordinare themselves politically wirh contemporary rna~< 
consciousness-this positive is negative. the irruption into music of a 
carasrrophic phase ol society. The positive lies locked up solely in its 
negativity. Fetishized mass music threatens the fctishized cultural 
goods. The rension between the two spheres of music has so grown 
that it becomes dillicult for the olfieial sphere to hold its ground. 
However lillie it ha.< to do with the technical standards ol mass mu.<ic. 
if one compares the special knowledge of a jazz ex pen with that of a 
Toscanini worshipper the former is far ahead olthc latter. But rcgrcs· 
sive lisrening represents a &rowY,g and merciless enemy not only to 
museum cultural goods but ro rile age·old sacral function of musioas 
the£'oeus for the taming of impulses. Not withour penalty .. and there· 
lore nor wirhour restrain!, are rhe debased products of mu.,cal cullure 
surrendered to ,disrespectful pl:\Y. and, sadisric humor. 

In the face of regressive listening. music as n whole begins rorake 
on a comic aspect, One need only listen to the uninhibited sonority of a 
choral rehearsal from outside. This experience was caughr wirh great 

' roree in a lilm by the Marx brothers, whodemolishan opera set as if to 
clothe in allegory the insight of the philosophy of history on the decay 
of the operatic lorm, or in a most estimable piece ol refined enrertain· 
mcnt. break up a grand piano in order to take possession of irs string.< 
in their frame as the true harp of the future, on which to play a prelude. 
Music hL• become comic in the present phase primarily because 
something so completely useless is carried on with all the visible signs 
of rhe strain of serious work. By being alien ro solid people. music 
reveals rheir alienation lrom one another, and the consciousness or 
alicnarion vents irself in laughrer. In mus ic-or similarly in lyric 
poetry- rho society which judged them comic becomes comic. But 
involved in rhis laughrer is rhedecay of the sacral spiril ol reconcilia· 
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tion . All music today can very easily sound as Parsifal did to 
Nietzsche· sear. II recalls incomprehensible rites and surviving masks 
from an earlier time, and is provocative nonsense. lbe1radio, which 
both wears out music and~verexposes it, makes a major contribution 
to this. Perhaps a bener hour may at some time strike even for the 
clever fellows: one in which they may demand, instead of prepared 
material ready to be switched on, the improvisatory displacement of 
things, as the sort of radical beginning that CM only thrive under the 
protection of the unshaken real world. Even discipline can take over 
the expression of free solidarity if freedom becomes its content. As 
linle as regressive listening is a SyTl)ptom of progress in consciousness 
of freedom, it could suddenly tum around if art, in unity with the 
society, should ever leave the road of the always-identical. 

Not popular music but artistic music has furnished a model for 
this possibility. II is not for nothing that Mahler is the scandal of all 
bourgeois musical esthetics. lbey call him uncreative because he 
suspends their concept of creation itself. Everything with which he 
occupies himself is already there. He accepts it in its vulgariud fonn; 
his themes are expropriated ones. Nevertheless, nothing sounds as it 
was wont to; all things are diverted as if by a magnet. What is worn out 
yields pliantly to the improvising !wid; the used parts win a second 
life as varianrs. Just as the chauffeur's knowledge of his old second
hand car can enable him to drive it punctually and un=ogniud to its 
intended destination, so can the expression of a beat-up melody. 
straining under the pressure of clarinets and oboes in the upper 
register, arrive at places which the approved musical language could 
never safely reach. Such music really crystallizes the whole, into 
which it has incorporated the vulgariud fragments, into something 
new, yet it takes its material from regressive listening. Indeed, one can 
almost think that in Mahler's music this experience wasseismograph
ically recorded fony years before it permeated society. But if Mahler 
stood athwnn the concept of musical progress. neit.her can the new and 
radical music whose most advanced practitioners give allegiance to 
him in a seemingly paradoxical way any longer be subsumed exdu· 
sively under the concept of progress. It proposes to consciously resist 
the phenomenon of regressive listening. The terror which Schonberg 
and Webem spread, today as in the past, comes not from their 
incomprehensibility but from the fact that they are all too cortectly 
understood. lbeir music gives fonn to that anxiety, that terror, that 
insight into the catastrophic situation which others merely evade by 
regressing. They are called individualists, and yet their work is noth-
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ing but n single dialogue with the powers which destroy individuali
ty- powers whose " formless shadows" fall gigantically on their 
music . In music, too, collective powers are liquidating an individuali· 
ty past saving, but against them only individuals are capable of 
consciously representing the aims of collectivity. 




